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Dear Friends and Students,
Five months of the Covid-19 pandemic has helped us realize our strength in the wake of unforeseen
circumstances. We now know that we have overcome what was considered to be so difficult to
manage the lockdown impact. This helped us to become stronger and tougher. Continue to take care
of your health with all precautions that are suggested to us. Let's be hopeful that this crisis will get
over soon and that our normal school days will return to our calendar.
Don Bosco School Bandel is unexpectedly left in gloom and sorrow as the news of the passing away
of Sir Thadeus Toppo on 13th August 2020 reached us. As a school we have lost someone who was
very dear to us. His fond memories will always be cherished especially when we think of our School. I
also thank God for all that Sir Thadeus has done for our School in the last forty years. May God grant
him eternal rest and peace.
Fr. Noby K. George
Principal
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Within a fortnight our Interim Examinations will begin. I wish you best of luck in the coming
examinations. God Bless you and keep you in his care.

Note from the Editor
WELCOME BACK! We know you all are looking forward to the third edition of the newsletter for
August. Hope our previous editions have been able to refresh all your “locked-down” minds
during the pandemic, and here we are again with loads of interesting articles for all our readers.
This indeed is a special month as we celebrated the 205th birth anniversary of the “Father &
Friend of The Youth” Don Bosco. In this edition, we present before you all the activities held in
the past month. It includes the Animation programme held for class XI students, Animation
conducted by Ma'am Devlina for class V, Fr. Soroj Mullick for parents of Class III, as well as the
Animation from our respected Fr. Noby K. George (Principal) for Class IV students. The
Newsletter also contains names of participants and winners of various competitions which were
organised recently.
Amidst all these, we were shaken up by the heart-breaking news of the demise of Mr. Thadeus
Toppo (Librarian ) who had been a dedicated and hardworking employee of the DBB family for
the past 40 years. All of us at DBB, pray for his departed soul and his family. May his soul Rest in
Peace. Keep reading, keep growing.
Editors
Ms. Pronomita & Ms. Sreeti
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ADIEU, SIR THADEUS TOPPO!
Don Bosco Bandel lost a very dedicated and
committed staff member on 13th August
2020, when Sir Thadeus Toppo, our school
librarian, passed away at Fortis Hospital,
Kolkata, succumbing to an advanced stage
of cancer. He had been suffering for several
months during and prior to the lockdown
caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. At the
beginning of the lockdown he was being
treated for plain Jaundice. Soon it got more
serious. It was while he was undergoing
treatment that he was diagnosed as having
cancer of the liver. He was initially being
treated in a nursing home in Mogra,
Hooghly, and later when it was evident that
he was in need of very specialized
treatment, he was taken to Kolkata.
After submitting him to further medical tests
and giving him the treatment that he
required for cancer, the doctors suggested
that what he needed at that stage was just
palliative care. Hence his family members,
led by his only son Neeraj, decided to bring
him home to Bandel and give him the care
he required. It was just then that his
condition deteriorated further and he had to
be shifted to the ICU where in a short time he
succumbed to the malignancy that had
ravaged him by then.
Sir Thadeus, and we all along with him, had
great hopes that he would be able to return
to the school post-pandemic, to resume the
service he was so dedicatedly giving to the
Institution. But the Almighty God had
different plans for Sir Toppo, and He called
him to Himself for his Eternal Reward. In Sir
Toppo's departure from this world we
really have lost a great soul, - humble,
hardworking and honest.
Sir Thadeus Toppo was born on 4th May
1961 at Anaberi in Gumla District, erstwhile
Bihar State. He joined Don Bosco Bandel as

a peon in 1980 while pursuing metric studies,
which he later completed in 1994. A couple of
years after joining Don Bosco Bandel he was
appointed to the librarian's post, the
responsibilities of which he carried out faithfully
till he breathed his last. Going through the
documents and records in his official file, one
can notice that he was thoroughly honest about
his work, and dedicated to his duties - taking
leaves only when he was hard pressed. One
notices also the deep family ties he had when
he was a young man - caring for his aging father
and mother, and taking adequate breaks to be
with them to fulfill his filial duties.
I am sure that the students and staff who have
frequently interacted with him can vouch for the
gem of a person that Sir Toppo was. I heard
someone say that he really knew the school
Library inside out, and therefore he was very
competent in helping anyone searching for
some material inside.
Many of the Alumni of our school who came to
know about Sir Toppo's demise expressed their
shock and sorrow over the social media. Some
of the expressions said about him were: "He
was such an adorable person"; "I guess we all
loved him"; "He was such a good man"; "A
gentleman by heart"; "Gentleman to the core",
etc.
It was noted with nostalgia that he was a
compassionate person who often reduced the
library fine the students were supposed to pay.
Some remembered him doing his duty not only
in the library, but for being punctually and
dutifully present on school days at the
stationery counter before the school Assembly,
where the school articles were made available
to the students.

Sir Toppo will definitely be missed by all
of us - Salesians, students and staff of the
Don Bosco Bandel family. We prayed for his
eternal repose in Paradise when his mortal
remains were brought to the school and laid
out there in the Junior Assembly Hall, for the
Staff to pay their last respects to him and to
pray for him. We shall definitely continue to
pray that everlasting peace be granted to
him. As a school family we extend our
heartfelt condolences to Sir Toppo's lifepartner and their son and other family
members.
We are indeed privileged to have known
such a good soul, and to have been
touched by his dedicated life of service.
Randy Pausch, the American educator, and
author, after learning that he had pancreatic
cancer in September 2006, giving his
famous 'The Last Lecture' at Carnegie
Mellon University, said these beautiful
words: “We cannot change the cards we
are dealt, just how we play the hand.” I
think it is applicable also to Sir Toppo.
Whatever be the circumstances of life, if we
have lived our life genuinely, altruistically,
true to one's vocation, then we have lived
our life to the full. As someone mused rather
philosophically: “Where you end up is not
the most important thing. It's the road
you take to get there. The road is what
you'll look back on and call your life.”
We can all say that Sir Toppo must be a
contented man now in the Other World,
because as far as we have witnessed him,
he lived a life of faithfulness and integrity. At
his demise, God the Father must have told
him, "Well done, good and faithful servant.
You have been faithful over a little; I will set
you over much. Enter into the joy of your
master." (Matthew 25:23). May Sir Thadeus
Toppo enjoy the eternal bliss that had been
planned for him from all eternity by the
Heavenly Father.
Adieu, Sir Toppo, till we meet again in
Paradise!

Fr. Antony Earathara SDB
Rector, Don Bosco School, Bandel
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OBITUARY
Salute to a pillar of DON BOSCO SCHOOL, BANDEL

Mr. Thadeus Toppo passed away on 13.08.2020 morning succumbing to liver cancer leaving behind his wife, son and innumerable friends,
acquaintances and students. The news has left everyone in unfathomable grief. After Mr. Anselem, this is the second instance in the history of
our school that someone passed away while still in service. His mortal remains was given a fitting farewell that was organized at the School
premises before burial. The burial took place on 14th August 2020 following the norms of the lock down period. Our Rev. Fr. Principal, Rev. Fr.
Vice Principal and several staff members represented the school in the last rites. As a mark of respect, the school had declared a day's holiday
and had organized an online prayer service to pay homage to the departed soul.
Mr. Toppo served this institution for four decades. His knowledge, depth and practice in various fields of school work were highly acclaimed.
Besides his regular work in the stationery and library, he assisted at the examination centres (earlier days it was held thrice a year) very
efficiently. His ever-ready mentality and amiable nature made him acceptable very easily to the management, his colleagues, the students and
the society at large.
Sir lived a very simple life. He was so helpful that anybody could approach him without inhibition. His contribution in maintaining and
developing the school library has set a benchmark to others. He had always stressed on disciplined behaviour in the library for which he always
stood affectionately firm. He was instrumental in shaping the lives of thousands of young people - an example for many of us to follow. We are
very fortunate to have enriched ourselves by interacting with such a stalwart. It is nearly impossible to measure the life of such a hardworking
and dedicated person.
Friends and admirers of Sir Thadeus, one of the pillars of Don Bosco School, Bandel has been chosen by the Almighty for eternal bliss. May his
soul rest in peace. May his family be abundantly blessed. May he remain always amongst us.
I offer my sincere condolences to his family and to the bereaved.
- Sir Subrata Banerjee

A BREATH OF FRESH AIR IS ALL WE NEEDED …

CLASS SEVEN'S E-PICNIC
Today, the whole world is battling with the COVID-19 Pandemic. The entire world has come to a standstill because of this sudden outbreak situation.
We all have to stay at home and maintain social distance so as to remain safe. The word “LOCKDOWN” now has become all the more familiar to
everybody than anything else. Schools and Colleges are closed and students are used to the term “Online Classes”. So, the children are now
accustomed to the virtual world of schooling. Teachers are doing everything possible to make students have a feel of school every time. They are not
leaving any stone unturned to ensure that the students do not waste their precious time sitting idle. It was during one such school day that the idea to
conduct an Online Picnic for the boys of class-7 popped up in Rev Father Principal's mind. Father's brilliant and innovative idea to see this e-platform
not just as a means of studying only but beyond it shows his generosity to engross his students in every way possible to think normal. Though the
idea was unusual in some way but it was welcomed whole heartedly by one and all. The much-eagerly-awaited day for Class 7 was confirmed on 12th
August, 2020.
The day of the picnic arrived and the students were really excited with eagerness and enthusiasm to be a part of this new concept and to participate
in the various virtual events therein. The entire event was well arranged under the kind guidance of Ma'am Runa Dutta as she was the one sharing
the screen and managing the whole event. The program started with a motivational song called 'GOD IS WATCHING OVER YOU' which concluded
with the message to the students to jump, run & play which filled the atmosphere with positivity all around. Subsequently, Rev. Fr. Principal of Don
Bosco School Bandel declared the picnic open by his encouraging and thought-provoking speech. The BRAIN TEASER competition, conducted by
Ma'am Pronomita Basu was held thereafter. Around 20 puzzles of various types kept the children busy and confused. Interesting and at the same
time they were equally challenging. Students showed their promptness in answering them. It was truly enriching and an enthralling experience for all
of them.
REASON, RELIGION and KINDNESS
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The students then moved on to see the art and crafts items prepared by their classmates in the BOOK MARK competition based on the theme
“SALUTE TO OUR JAWANS”. The winners were declared. The participants of the competition had prepared beautiful drawings with embroidery
work to showcase their talents. The next event was the TRAVEL NARRATION competition organised by Ma'am Swagata Bandopadhyay. Two
students from each of the four sections were selected to present their narration videos. The narration was video recorded and given ahead of time.
This was a special moment for all of us to recall the days we used to travel around before the pandemic had struck the world. All the participants had
put in their best efforts to make the video on their trips to various tourist destinations. It immensely focused on their places of tour right from Agra - the
city of the Taj Mahal to the vibrant and colourful places of Gujarat; and of course to the extreme south of India exploring the very scenic state of Kerala
famously known for its tea and spice gardens, and many more to mention. In short, it was actually a mini virtual tour enjoyed by all to walk around
different parts of our Incredible India even while sitting comfortably at the favourite corners of our homes.
Now after that frenzied tour of various places, it was time to get relaxed with some old retro melodies played by Sir Hubert Rodricks on his guitar. That
was a fantastic moment and Sir Hubert had made the atmosphere all the more endearing by his lovely performance. Finishing it off was the
BALLOON PAINTING COMPETITION in which the participants performed live on the Virtual Platform. This event was conducted by Sir Rahul
Biswas. And not to forget the music arranged by Ma'am Shirsha Chakraborty in the background which made the whole ambience more enjoyable. A
total of 12 participants were given 20 minutes time to paint their favourite Emojis on the topic 'Expressions of Students during their Online
Classes' on their balloons. Everybody had given it a good try to come away with an appropriate emoticon expression. It was hilarious and finally
everybody got to know the names of the winners.
The final event of the day was the 'Do as you like Contest' for the boys in which they were given a chance to showcase their talents in various fields
like music, dance, instruments or mimicry. It was indeed an overwhelming experience to see some extraordinary talents of some of the boys by all
their classmates. Participants were seen dancing, playing instruments like guitar, keyboard or performing to mimic the world-famous actor Charlie
Chaplin.
Finally, the picnic was concluded with the closing speech by Rev Father Principal
who thanked the teachers and students for their support and jovial participation
which made the picnic all the more happening. He once again emphasised on the
“stay home and stay safe” mantra and showed his concern about this pandemic
crisis around the globe. The students of Class 7 will always remain grateful to their
Father Principal for the concern he always shows towards his students to remain
active in this “Stay at Home" situation. Thus, this delightful day of enjoyment
ended up with the divine and soulful song which says -

GOD IS WATCHING, WATCHING OVER YOU 24*7,
WATCHING OVER YOU!

BOOKMARK MAKING COMPETITION
THEME: SALUTE TO OUR JAWANS

Archisman Narayan
Lahiri

Aryadipta Biswas

Prithvi Panda

Ritojoy Mandal

Saptorshi
Thakur

Supratim Halder
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Celebrating INDEPENDENCE
Independence Day is one of the most significant days in Indian
history that reminds us of the bravery of our freedom fighters. This
year we are celebrating the 74th year of Independence. Typically,
on this day, India witnesses a huge celebration of independence
with the tricolour flag hoisting, parades, and cultural functions
across the country.
This year 2020 may have breezed past amid the COVID-19
pandemic, but it didn't manage to ruin all of India's festivities. From
virtual online classes to celebrating festivals virtually, these trying
times have helped us evolve with technology. An online
Independence Day Fiesta was arranged for the children of the
Junior Section to mark the great event. Speeches on the theme of
patriotism were delivered by our respected Fr. E. J. Anthony
(Rector) & Fr. Noby K. George (Principal). A short prayer service
was also organized to pray for the country. We also had colourful
programmes like drawing, fancy dress, speech, patriotic singing,
instrumental, recitation and declamation. The active involvement
of the kids in these competitions helped them to express their love
and devotion towards their country. The Junior Section teachers
under the able guidance of Fr. Vice Principal planned and
organized the event with utmost dedication due to which it was a
grand success.
To commemorate the 74th Independence Day, Don Bosco School,
Bandel organised an Online 'Patriotic Singing Contest' for its
students of class 10. The whole world is being disrupted by the
calamitous effects of the novel coronavirus, and schools across
India are trying to reach out to the students through online classes.
In spite of the struggles that the pandemic is offering us, we made it
a point to express our appreciation for the freedom fighters of the
nation. A singing competition was organized with the theme of
Independence Day Celebrations on 10th
August, 2020. Eight students' names
were finalised to take part in the final
round of the competition. Ms. Nilanjana
gave an introductory speech in which she
highlighted the sacrifices of martyrs of our
country. Hindi and Bengali numbers, like
'Prithibi Amare Chai', 'Main Rahun Ya Na
Rahun' and 'Bharot Amar Bharotbarsho'
were sung by participants to the
background music of both western and
eastern instruments, like the guitar, the
synthesizer and the harmonium. This
resulted in a versatile display, and the
flavour of patriotism was invoked in every
heart. Sir Chiranjib recited an enthralling
patriotic poem on the occasion. As the
contest ended with the National Anthem,
nationalistic feelings in everyone reached
an all-time high. Father Principal and all
the teachers were thanked for taking the
initiative to organise this co-curricular
event, and for lighting the beacon of unity,
peace and harmony in everyone.
REASON, RELIGION and KINDNESS
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SINGING COMPETITION FOR CLASS 10 (2020-21)
Theme

10th August, 2020

1st - ARYA BANERJEE (10B)
2nd - ERIC LOHARA (10A)
3rd - SIBASHIS SOM (10D)

INTER HOUSE QUIZ COMPETITION
FOR CLASSES 8 & 9
The ongoing pandemic did not keep our Quiz enthusiasts to go through boredom as we at Don Bosco School, Bandel organised an InterHouse Quiz Competition through our Microsoft Teams Applications. Students of Classes 8 and 9 were given this opportunity to showcase their
Quizzing Talent. After the Prelims were conducted on 7th August 2020, students of Classes 8 and 9 wholeheartedly participated in this Quiz
Competition. Four students from each house were selected for the Grand Finale which was held on 13th August 2020. The event was graced
with the presence of our Senior Section School Co-ordinator Mr. Subhas Gomes who conveyed his best wishes for the competition. The Quiz
Competition was conducted by Mr. Nirmal Gomes and Ms. Namrata Singh who were assisted by Ms. Chayanika Dutta Das and Mr. Kaushik
Das. The participants had to go through mazes of intuited and mind blogging rounds consisting of questions related to current affairs, science,
sports, music and many more. All the teams were well prepared and students surprised the teachers with their knowledge and information. It
was a great learning experience and the students enjoyed it thoroughly. The quiz left the participants yearning for more. Result of the Quiz
competition is also given here.
RESULT OF CLASS 8
1st - RED HOUSE (115 Points) : Trayush Guha (8A), Arnav Saha (8B), Devansh Agarwal (8C), Subh Khattry(8D)
2nd - BLUE HOUSE (110 Points) : Prataya Nayak (8A), Sandip Saha (8B), Aaitijhya Goswami (8C), Swarup Kumar Gurung (8D)
RESULT OF CLASS 9
1st - BLUE HOUSE (65 Points) : Rishabha Nandy (9A), Soham Roy (9B), Soumaho Mitra (9C), Riddhiman Sarkar (9D)
2nd - GREEN HOUSE (60 Points) : Ujan Chowdhury (9A), Samir Das (9B), Sarthak Dutta (9C), Sahil Lenka (9D)
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Bosco Taekwondo Association
This news item will definitely inspire all of us as we stay at home
and think of what can be done now. This is all about the
Taekwondo Club of DBB and its achievement in the recent past.
Taekwondo, a Korean based martial art is characterized by its
emphasis on head-height kicks, jumping spinning kicks, and fast
kicking techniques with kicks and striking being above waist
height only. It is one the oldest forms of martial arts to he practiced
till date. The Kukkiwon Headquarter (South Korea) is the headquarter of this martial art. The
highest levels of Taekwondo training beginning from the Black Belt is done from the Kukkiwon.
There are two age group divisions: Poom and Dan. Poom is for trainees under the age of 16 while
Dan is for trainees above the age of 16. There are various ranks which are colloquially referred to
as the "colour belts" and "black belts". The junior section ranks are depicted through colour belts
whose colours range from the lowest (white belt) to the highest (red or brown belts). The black
belts are the senior section ranks.
The Bosco Taekwondo Association has been
running smoothly for years now and have
produced many young Taekwondo Master
Rank holders. Even this year, many boys have
achieved the Black Belt after passing the test.
In the month of March, 4 boys had appeared for
the Black Belt testing exams and had cleared it
successfully. The four boys who secured this
recognition are Roshan Jacob Nediamthette
(1st Dan) (2017 ISC), Dibyadeep
Mukhopadhyay (1st Dan), Shivam Goswami
(1st Poom), Shuvam Goswami (1st Poom).
Later in the month June, another set of 13 boys
who were all in 1st Poom were tested and had
cleared successfully. They are Dev Agarwal,
Hemant Agarwal, Shabdik Chakraborty,
Kushanik Chakraborty, Aditya Chakraborty,
Ashish Toppo, Somsuvro Banerjee, Ashutosh
Kumar Tiwary, Atmabhas Dutta, Avipsu Ghosh,
Swarnadeep Paul, Jashojit Goswami and
Rishit Singh. These boys will be trained
furthermore so that they can achieve the
highest ranks of the Black Belt. We also have 2
of our past pupils who have been awarded
black belt and are also training for higher level:
Sanbarta Koley (3rd Dan) (2008 ISC), Somsubhra Choudhury (1st Dan) (1996 ICSE).

HEARTY CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL THE BLACK BELT AWARDEES!
REASON, RELIGION and KINDNESS
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ANIMATION AND TRAINING DETAILS
16-07-2020

Class - XI

Commerce Dept.

Inaugural
Departmental Lecture

Animator : Mr. Patrick Johnson
(Salesian College, Siliguri)

16-07-2020

Class - XI

Science Dept.

Inaugural
Departmental Lecture

Animator : Fr. Aju Kurien
(Salesian College, Siliguri)

16-07-2020

Class - XI

Humanities

Inaugural
Departmental Lecture

Animator : Mr. Peter Lepcha
(Salesian College Siliguri)

24-06-2020
10-07-2020
22-07-2020

Class - X
Class - IX
Class - V

Workshop

Theme : Emotional
Well Being during
lockdown period

Animator : Ms. Devlina Lahiri
(Anubhav Group)

20-07-2020
21-07-2020
17-07-2020

Class - IV
Class - VI
Class - VIII

Interactive Session

Stay Home, Stay Healthy

Animator : Fr. Noby K. George
(Principal, Don Bosco Bandel)

26-08-2020

Class - III

Animation for Parents

Don Bosco and
Educational System

Animator : Fr. Soroj Mullick
(Bandel Church)

Some Feedbacks
The stress management session with class V focused
on understanding of our emotions & regulation skills .
The class V students were extremely interactive and
eager to take part in the activities during the session. It
was wonderful meeting them & I wish them all the very
best for their future.
Devlina Lahiri (Expert's view)

Respected Father,
I feel very much excited about the animation class you took
today. It gave me great pleasure to hear my school anthem
and see my school after so many months. I was very excited
to hear your voice after so long. It was nice to hear your
speech on how we can improve ourselves and make a
determined path to success in ICSE. I was eager to know
who are the toppers of our school in ICSE and ISC. It also
gave me a great enthusiastic feeling to see the faces of my
fellow friends from other sections. All over, I am very thankful
to you for conducting this Animation class.
My best wishes to you so that you may keep well and my
sincere regards to you and to all the teachers who are
working hard to give us a class like atmosphere.
Chandannagar
Yours obediently,
17.07.2020
Snehan Ghosh, Class 8B-34
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It enabled me to ignite my vision to think deeply about
different aspects of life. Ma'am Devlina taught us how
to spend time at home and how to be more patient &
calm during the lockdown period. This Animation was a
stress buster for us . We thank her for inspiring us and
encouraging us during the pandemic.
Rangeet Srimani (Class V)

On 20th July our respected Fr. Principal (Fr. Noby K.
George) conducted an animation programme. It was
not only refreshing but also very productive. I am
grateful for his patience and the efforts he made to
give each one of us an opportunity to share our
concerns and ideas with him. Amidst his busy schedule
he made sure to conduct this programme and motivate
us during these tough times. Thank you so much.
Nakshatra Saha, Class IV

I found this meeting really helpful. One of the most
enjoyable meeting I have ever attended.
Knowledgeable information and valuable tips were
shared which provided very valuable information for
my career.
Thanking you,
Debadri Das, Class 11 B
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